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Specification
3D VR Glasses
Crystal Clear

RIEM3 Plus
Bigger screen, no vertigo feeling
360 degree panorama

RIEM3 Plus is a
new developed
Virtual Reality(VR)
headset. Using it,
you could
completely
immerse in 3D
virtual reality
world.

Feature

Lens were designed
by professional
optical Doctor Team.
Comparing with the
existing lens in the
market, Riem 3 plus
would cause no any
vertigo feeling even
after using it for a
long time.

Silicon Instruction

 Lens designed by Optical Doctor team of
RITECH, with clear imaging and no any
vertigo.
 Professional structure design suitable to the
people with hyperopia or myopia glasses
 FOV is up to 72 degrees, reducing the
coefficient of imaging distortion and light
leaking.

 Weight only 290G, 30% lighter than the
products from other brands.
 Unique suspension head-belt design and super
light weight distribute the headset weight to
the strongest bone at forehead and greatly
decrease the pressure to cheeks and other
sensitive parts of head.
 Unique capacitive touch button, compatible
with all Google Cardboard 2 games.
 Transparent AR window, no need to remove
the cover.
 Peripheral sockets are designed for most
usage of AUX port, data cable or charger.

What do you include in a brochure?

After the installation of the head belt, please place the silicone gasket based on size of
your phone. For details, please refer to the manual of Riem 3 Plus.

 Available for smartphones with IOS and
Android system and size from 4.7" to 6".

Parameters
Model No

YK3 Plus

FOV

72°

AR Function

Yes

Lens
Pupil Distance Adjustment
Touch Button
360 degree Panorama
Google Cardboard 2

Aspherical
Yes
Capacitive
Yes
Compatible

Peripheral sockets

Available

Wearing myopia glasses

No need

Compatible System
Phone Size
Material
Net Weight/Unit(g)

IOS & Android

Packing Info
Without Pallets
20“GP

6600pcs

40”GP

13320pcs

40“HC

13560pcs

4.7”~6”
ABS+PMMA
290g

QTY/Carton(pcs)

30

Carton Size(mm)

550*420*580

With Pallets
Unit QTY/ Pallet

360pcs

20“GP

4200pcs

40”GP

9180pcs

40“HC

11640pcs

Phone Range

Ways get resources

RIEM 3 Plus is designed for screen
size from 4.7 ‘ to 6 ‘, for maximum
of length and width as 157 mm and
84 mm respectively.

ABOUT CAPACITIVE TOUCH BUTTON

The Capacitive Touch Button can simulate the touch of human's finger to the screen and it is fully compatible with all
games and videos on Google Cardboard 2.

a.

For 3D movies or videos, search “side by side
3D” in YouTube or other video websites on
your phone, and play it in full screen to
watch.

b.

For Apps, search the keywords such as “VR”
or “cardboard” in Google play store or App
store of IOS. And please make sure the ones
you download should be the side by side
format.

c.

Copy 3D side by side videos from computer
or cloud storage to your phone, and use a
video player in the phone to play locally.

d.

Copy 3D side by side videos into an USB
storage device and connect it to your phone
via an OTG data line. Open the video player
on your phone to play 3D videos from the
USB device. (The phone must support OTG
function.)

Warning:
Cleaning: Please use soft cloth to clean front lid and lenses when they are dirty. If it is hard to make it clean, please onl y use Neutral
detergent to clean them and make sure to use clean water to completely remove detergent after.

Placing: After using, please do not have any hard objects rub the front lid and lenses. Also, please NEVER put RIEM3 Plus directly
under the sunlight. As lenses of RIEM3 PLUS are convex, direct sunlight through convex lenses might generate high power or fire to
hurt people.
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